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Abstract 
This paper focuses on comparative study of calculation of classification error with classical PCA technique and our adaptive 
method. Frontal face image database with uniform lightening condition and color images with different orientations have taken in 
order to get better accuracy in the result. Conventional PCA algorithm is applied for dimensional reduction and calculating the 
classification error. The result generated from this technique is being compared with the result generated from our adaptive 
method Naïve Bayes Classifier. We have used Naïve Bayes Classifier for calculating the classification error of each feature 
vector instead of considering K largest Eigen-value as in PCA. A covariance matrix is arranged by considering the feature vector 
having the lowest K minimum error. We have applied the adaptive technique on 626 colored facial images with uniform 
illumination conditions and varying poses and 545 frontal facial images with uniform background to get the better accuracy. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Principal component analysis (PCA) came in existence in 1901 by Karl Pearson. PCA is a Dimension reduction 
procedure and useful for compact relevant information when obtained data have some redundancy. This will result 
into reduction of variables into smaller number of variables which are called Principal Components which will 
account for the most of the variance in the observed variable. PCA is a way of identifying patterns in data, and hence 
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Expressing the data in such a way as to highlight their similarities and differences of the face images. Each face 
image in the database set can be represented exactly in terms of a linear combination of the Eigen faces2. This 
technique allows the system to represent the necessary information for comparing the faces using the little 
information once the mathematical representation accomplished which it is need to have a lot of faces to be 
store.  On the other hand, it suffers a bit from the fact that facial image have to be normalized that meaning they all 
have to be the same size and the eyes, nose, and mouth in the sample images must be lined up before the PCA 
applied. The Principal Component Analysis   is one of the most efficient and accurate techniques that have been 
used in gender and face3,9 recognition. The PCA algorithm reduce the large dimensionality of the data we are having 
to the smaller dimensionality of independent feature space which are needed to describe the data. The jobs of PCA 
are to do data compression, prediction, redundancy removal, feature extraction2, etc. We have extracted principal 
directions of the covariance ellipse as done in PCA, the proposed algorithm has not blindly taken the Eigen vectors 
corresponding to k largest values. Instead, we have transformed the data vectors into the new n–dimensional (n is 
dimension of old input space) vector space spanned by the Eigen vectors of the covariance matrix of the input data 
and then one attribute at a time is taken to perform classification1. Then, attributes corresponding to k-largest 
accuracy measures are chosen. A Naïve Bayes Classifier proceeds by assuming that the absence (or presence) of a 
peculiar feature of a class is distinct to the absence (or presence) of any other feature. Relying on the explicit nature 
of the probability model, we can train Naïve Bayes Classifier very proficiently in a supervised learning environment. 
Naive Bayes classifiers are exceptionally adaptable, obliging various parameters linear in the number of variables 
(predictors/features) in a learning issue. Most extreme probability preparing should be possible by figuring a shut 
structure expression, which takes linear time, instead of by lavish iterative close estimation as used for some 
different sorts of classifiers. 
2. Principal Component Analysis 
2.1 Mathematical Approach of  PCA 
 
We are considering 2-D image for working so first of all it will get converted into 1-D vector by concatenating 
rows and columns. Suppose we have M vectors each of size N (rows * columns) representing a set of sampled 
images1. 
 
              a                                                                                              
                                               
              b 
                                     
                                                 
Fig.1. Sample Images with different orientations (a) Color facial Images (b) Black and White facial images. 
Let ‘pj’ represent the values of the pixels.  
Xi = [ p1,p2,p3,p4,…,pN] ; i = 1,2,3,4,…M.                                                                                                          (1) 
Then the images are mean centred when we subtract the mean image from each image vector1,6. Let us suppose m 
as the mean image: 
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m= (1/M)* (ȈXi)                                                                                                                                                 (2) 
Let Wi be the mean centred image: 
Wi= Xi– m                                                                                                                                                           (3) 
Ultimately we have to find the values of ei’s which have the largest possible projection onto each of the wi’s. The 
purpose is to get M orthogonal vectors ei for which the quantity1. 
Ȝi = (1/M) Ȉ (eiT * wn)2                                                                                                                                       (4) 
Is normalized with the orthogonality constraint: 
elT*ek = įlk                                                                                                                                                           (5) 
The values of ei’s and Ȝi’s are calculated from the Eigen vectors and the Eigen values of the covariance matrix1: 
C = W*WT                                                                                                                                                          (6) 
W is a matrix formed by the column vectors wi places side by side. The size of the covariance matrix is enormous 
(N*N). It is not possible to solve for eigenvectors directly. In mathematics, there are areas where one needs to find 
the numbers Ȝ and the vectors v that satisfy the equation where A is the square matrix1: 
Av=Ȝv                                                                                                                                                                 (7) 
Any Ȝ satisfying the above equation is the Eigen value of A. The vector v is called the eigenvector of A. The 
Eigen values and eigenvectors are obtained by solving the equation: 
[A - ȜI] = 0                                                                                                                                                          (8) 
For every Ȝ, we have to normalize the corresponding Eigen-vectors after calculating them. These eigenvectors are 
then arranged in ascending order which gives us the final KL Transform matrix. The covariance matrix of the final 
transformed image will have the Eigen-values as their diagonal elements. Moreover, the mean f the final image 
would be zero6. 
3. Naïve Bayes Classifier 
An upper hand of using naïve Bayes Classifier is that it needs a little amount of training data to judge the 
parameters essential for classification. As independent variables are supposed, rather than evaluating entire 
covariance matrix only the variances of the variables for each class need to be evaluated. The Naïve Bayes 
algorithm, a classification algorithm which follows Bayes rules assumes the attributes   X1 . . . Xn are all 
conditionally independent of each other9, given Y. The importance of this assumption is that it dramatically 
explicates the illustration of P(X|Y), and the issue of evaluating it from the training data. Consider the case where 
X = hX1, X2i. In this case, 
P(X |Y) = P(X1, X2|Y) 
         = P(X1|X2,Y )P(X2|Y ) 
         = P(X1|Y )P(X2|Y ) 
Here the second line adopts a universal property of probabilities, and the third line adopts conditional 
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independence. 
In general, when X holds n attributes which are conditionally independent of each other given Y, we have, 
ሺଵ ǥ୬ሃሻ ൌ ς ሺ୧ȁሻ୬୧ୀଵ                                                                                                                              (9) 
Observe if Y and the Xi are Boolean variables then we require just 2n parameters to define P(Xi = xik | Y=yj ) for 
the necessary i, j, k. This is an impressive diminution compared to the 2(2n ʝ 1) parameters needed to describe P(X 
|Y) if we make no conditional independence supposition9. 
For deriving Naive Bayes algorithm, suppose that Y is any discrete-valued variable, and the attributes X1 . . . Xn 
are any real or discrete valued attributes. Our point is to prepare a classifier that will yield probability distribution 
for each new instance X that we request that it classify over feasible values of Y. According to Bayes rule, the 
expression that Y will take for the probability on its kth feasible value, is 
ሺ ൌ ୩ȁଵ ǥ୬ሻ ൌ
ሺ ൌ ୩ሻሺଵ ǥ୬ȁ ൌ ୩ሻ
σ୨൫ ൌ ୨൯ሺଵ ǥ୬ȁ ൌ ୨ሻ
ሺͳͲሻ 
Where the sum is taken over every single feasible values yi of Y. now let us suppose that for given Y, Xi are 
conditionally independent. Therefore, we can use equation (9) for rewriting this as, 
ሺ ൌ ୩ȁଵ ǥ୬ሻ ൌ
ሺ ൌ ୩ሻς୧ሺ୧ȁ ൌ ୩ሻ
σ୨൫ ൌ ୨൯ς୧ሺ୧ȁ ൌ ୨ሻ
ሺͳͳሻ 
For the Naive Bayes classifier, Equation (11) is the fundamental equation. Given a new instance Xnew 
=ޒX1…Xnޓ, this equation simplifies how to calculate the probability that Y will take on any given value, given the 
observed attribute values of Xnew and given the distributions P(Y) and P(Xi|Y) approximated from the training data. 
If we are interested only in the most probable value of Y, then we have the Naive Bayes classification rule: 
 ՚ 
୷୩
ሺ ൌ ୩ሻς୧ሺ୧ȁ ൌ ୩ሻ
σ୨൫ ൌ ୨൯ς୧ሺ୧ȁ ൌ ୨ሻ
ሺͳʹሻ 
Which simplifies to the following as denominator does not depends on yk. 
 ՚ 
୷୩
ሺ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୧
ሺͳ͵ሻ 
4. Problem with Conventional PCA 
In traditional PCA the larger eigenvectors comparing with the larger Eigen values are chosen as principal 
components, which make the fluctuation of data least. However, there are still some questions of PCA should be 
addressed as the following. Firstly, the thought of PCA is right from image compression perspective; keeping the 
biggest non-zero principal components implies that we keep the majority of the energy (information) of that image 
by anticipating into lower dimension subspace. However, with a view for pattern classifications this argument may 
not be true. The principle reason is that, in pattern classification we might want to locate a set of projection vectors 
that can give the most astounding separation between different classes. In this manner, picking the largest principal 
components as the premise for dimensionality reduction may not be ideal. Also, PCA is statistical type algorithm 
and unsupervised to extract features in input data since it doesn't utilize the class information5 of input data. In 
specific case, the extracted features may not be fitted for classifications. In this way, the principal components are 
not generally helpful for classification since they are not the most segregating feature. A portion of the little 
principal components may have preferred execution of classification over the chose large principal components. As 
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we have discussed in the earlier segment emphasizing that PCA is no doubt a revolutionary tool as far as dimension 
reduction is concerned but when it comes in pattern recognition sometimes it mixes the data pixel1,7. 
Our Proposed Solution-In addition to the traditional PCA which sometimes mixes the data pixel that will further 
increase the classification error as final consequence. The concept of minimization of approximation error in 
traditional PCA4 is get applicable in our work. When the data points get extracted from the image it should be hold 
their optimal position so that better classification result get occur, we have commuted some concept in traditional 
PCA in a way that we have considered k- minimum feature vector extracted from the image so what We have done 
basically is have choose a feature vector projected along k- minimum error, instead of considering the k- largest 
Eigen value corresponding feature vector1.  
Now the main and the basic thing in doing the above alteration in conventional PCA is to rely upon some tool or 
method, which will calculate the error with great degree of accuracy so we have chosen Naive Bayes Classifier. 
5. Proposed Algorithm with Alteration in Conventional PCA 
Iterative_PCAmin error (DM, et) 
1. Calculate covariance of DM  ĺ Dmx. (DM is data matrix) 
2. Perform PCA on Dm to obtain DMP with PCA-scores arranged in ascending order of the most significant 
Eigen value projected along k- minimum classification error. 
3. Get the pc-score with most significant Eigen value=emin error with count being k (say).  
4. Mi= MEAN OF normalized pc- scores.( pc= principal component) 
5. Mi=zero vector=0 mserror=most significant unit Eigen-vector with respect to k- minimum error. 
          While d (Mi, mserror)> d (Mi+1, mserror ) mserror ĸ most Significant unit Eigen vector et =( et -οet). 
   6.    Dm ĸ Dm – (data records corresponding to k – minimum error- pc score). 
   7.    If Dm is not empty repeat steps 1 to 5 with new DM and et.. 
The algorithm we have contemplated is based on traditional PCA algorithm considering the assumption that data 
points are independent of each other otherwise it would be capacious and complex calculations, so what alteration 
we have done is basically is to project the feature vector projected corresponding to k-minimum error unlike the 
traditional PCA consider the feature vector projected along k-largest Eigen value , the motivation of this work is not 
to recognize the face basically, In the conventional PCA we consider the vector projected along k largest Eigen 
value like- 
ɉmax1   , ɉmax2,   ɉmax3 …... ɉmax n 
In proposed method we have considered the Eigen value corresponding to k-minimum error like- 
ɉmin error1,   ɉmin error2,    ɉmin error3 ………………..   ɉmin error n. 
 
 
Fig.2. Flowchart of altered approach        
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6. Comparative study of analysis and experimental results 
We have done our work on two different types of image databases; one is color images with different orientations 
of faces, another one is database consisting of frontal facial black and white images. We have taken database 
consisting of 626 color image with varying poses and 545 frontal facial black and white images.  
We have considered 22 images of each database separately at one time to calculate classification error by both 
approaches. 
Table 1. Comparison between Classification Error calculated by PCA and Naïve Bayes Classifier on 22 colored and 22 black and white 
images 
Final Experimental Results showing Minimization of 
Classification Error 
In PCA(%) In Naïve Bayes 
Classifier (%) 
1. In case of Frontal Facial Black and white images 0 0 
2. In case of colored images with different orientations 0 0 
 
So in order to get the accurate result we have taken 545 images of frontal facial black and white images and 626 
color images with different orientations separately once worked on each one altogether at one time and calculated 
the classification error of the vector corresponding to k- largest value and every time we have got the result biased 
toward our method as far as error minimization is concerned. What we have observed that in conventional approach 
Ȝ is not increasing or decreasing in particular pattern. If there would be the outcome like “greater the Eigen value 
corresponding to the smallest classification error then our proposed method would certainly be diminished reliability 
wise, but we have to be continuous with the assumption that all data points are independent with each other. This 
very implementation provides a reliable platform to our approach of PCA for Gender recognition1,7. we have made 
that assumption with a view to ignore any complexity and capacious calculation. The result of the implementation is 
given below, which is illustrating clearly that the classification error corresponding to the Eigen value can be 
increase or decrease in random pattern i.e. the conventional PCA is not completely reliable as far as classification 
error is concerned. The point to give this proof through the experimental results is just to provide a reliable platform 
to our proposed concept as the output generated in the result is showing classification error. 
We have implemented our work to get the right classification error percentage by taking 545 images of males and 
females and then by calculating the classification error of each value of Ȝ going through with column wise. The final 
result we have got that is 84% with Naïve Bayes Classifier in case of frontal facial black images as compare to the 
classical PCA technique which has given 70% of classification error. 
Table 2. Comparison between Classification Error calculated by PCA and Naïve Bayes Classifier on 626 colored and 545 black and 
white images 
Final Experimental Results showing Minimization of 
Classification Error 
In PCA(%) In Naïve Bayes 
Classifier(%) 
1. In case of Frontal Facial Black and white images 70 84 
2. In case of colored images with different orientations 88 92 
 
The final result we have got is 92% in case of colored images with different orientations with Naïve Bayes 
Classifier as compare to the classical PCA technique which has given 88% of classification error. We have gone 
through with bigger image database from IIT Kanpur and MIT, USA in order to get better accuracy. 
  
7. Conclusion and Future Work 
 
After doing a thoroughly review of PCA application in the domain of gender recognition along with the different 
algorithm scope in this field such as back propagation, Naïve Bayes Classifier, graph matching. Although our main 
emphasis is on the improvement of conventional PCA in the direction of classification error minimization by 
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calculating the generalized error in the Eigen value or feature vector going further to be used, while doing the review 
regarding the gender recognition with PCA what we have got that conventional PCA has scope in it to get improved 
in regarding the classification error. The paper6 has given a healthy and important clue in this direction. The main 
drawback of PCA is that it mixes data points at some phase of classification which generally mislead the 
classification procedure as this process has lots of scope to ignore the error so in order to overcome this very 
drawback and with an aim to minimize the classification error10. The existing work1 shows the application of 
conventional PCA in which the feature vector considered corresponding to k-largest value but what our work 
primarily all about is to minimize the network error rather than to recognize the face. With the improved approach to 
the conventional method in which We have considered the feature vector corresponding to the k- minimum error in 
order to reduce the dimensionality1,7, we have use Naive Bayes Classifier further to calculate the error and in order 
to achieve better accuracy comparatively. In order to have better classification, low classification error is very 
important in training sample, so Naive Bayes Classifier will play an important role in error calculation. Unlike 
conventional PCA we are considering minimum error Eigen value and then we are using Euclidean distance method 
in order to get the similarity between the faces in training set and test set. We are planning in future to include more 
images and make our technique to go through artificial neural network, Naive Bayes Classifier, in order to check out 
its reliability and flexibility and heterogeneous compatibility. This proposed algorithm can also be checked in 
speech recognition as well to reduce dimensionality. 
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